From the Bay Bridge, Highway 80 & Oakland Airport:

Follow signs to San Francisco/Bay Bridge. From the two right lanes on the bridge take the first exit (Fremont Street). Stay on Fremont Street until it crosses Market Street (3 blocks). Fremont turns into Front Street. Take Front Street 2 blocks to California Street, make a left on California Street, and go up the hill (8-9 blocks) to California and Mason Streets. The hotel is on the left side at California and Mason.

From the Golden Gate Bridge:

Take the Golden Gate Bridge to the Lombard Street exit (straightaway exit); continue on Lombard to Van Ness Avenue. Turn right on Van Ness and continue to Clay Street. Make a left turn onto Clay and continue 6 blocks until you come to Taylor Street. Turn right onto Taylor, go 2 blocks to California Street, and make a left turn onto California. The hotel is located 1 block up on the right side at the corner of California and Mason Streets.

From the Peninsula/SFO Airport:

Take the 101 North Freeway to the 9th Street/Civic Center exit. Stay in the left two lanes on the exit, in order to continue straight onto 9th Street. Stay in the right hand lanes. After 5 to 6 blocks, cross Market Street, 9th turns into Larkin (one-way street). Go up Larkin to California Street (about 8 or 9 blocks). Turn right onto California Street and travel 5 blocks until you come to Mason Street. The hotel is on the right side at the corner of California and Mason Streets.

Travelling by Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) from the East Bay:

Take the Embarcadero exit. This will put you at California and Davis Streets, from there you can take a cable car or a taxi up the California Street hill, to California and Mason Streets. The hotel is on the left side at the corner of California and Mason Streets.